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Public interest goals
• Encourage economic and equitable
deployment of EVs
• Use EV charging to shape system
load and reduce system costs
• Emerging: Create a new source of
demand response and system
flexibility
Tariff elements:
– energy (cost per kWh)
– demand (cost per kW of monthly
maximum usage)

NREL: Al Hicks
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Most EV charging happens at home
• Personal use vehicles have led the EV market in the US. If this pattern
holds elsewhere, most EV charging will happen at home, mostly in the
evening. The rest is divided between public charging and workplace
charging.

Hours when system cost (l) is above the daily mean system cost

NREL simulation for Colorado using EVI-Pro, with electricity costs from Colorado utility rate books
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Two categories of EV tariff issues
Residential tariffs affecting
home charging

Commercial tariffs affecting
fleet, third-party charging

• Does EV charging necessarily
need a separate residential tariff

• How should a tariff balance
energy charge (per kWh) and
demand charge (per kW)?

– Is managing EV charging any
different from managing other
residential load?

• Should the utility use residential
EV charging as an overnight
source of demand response for
grid reliability?

• Should the utility accept losses
during early-adoption years and
recover the losses later when
EVs are more prevalent?
• Should the utility itself provide
commercial charging service?
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Residential customer tariffs
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Managing residential EV load
• Simulations suggest that residential charging presents the largest potential
impact on system peak and the largest potential for load shifting
– Tariff question: Is EV load different from other residential load with respect to
system costs? Does it really need a separate residential tariff?

• Time-of-use (TOU) rates were the first attempts at tariffs friendly to EVs
– Can shift majority of EV charging load to times of low marginal cost of energy,
creating savings opportunity for utility and EV owners

CHARGE PER KWH

– A price differential of at least 2:1 (peak to off-peak prices) appears to be
effective at shifting majority of load

Illustration of rates by hour under TOU plan
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EV load shifting with general TOU tariff
High adoption of EVs, no TOU residential tariff

High adoption of EVs, half of EV owners use TOU residential tariff
Off-peak bloc
begins 21:00.
Load shifts,
but without
utility controls,
it creates a
new peak.
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Managed charging and demand response
• What’s next: Combining TOU with demand response (DR) to refine load
shifting
– Requires “smart” chargers that can respond to utility instructions

• Charging level (in kW) increases or decreases in response to utility signal
– Maximum capacity of a typical L2 charger is 6 kW
– 1,000 chargers increasing or decreasing by 1 kW at the same time provides
the utility with 1 MW of fast-response operational flexibility
– Can substitute for natural gas combustion turbines, especially overnight when
most personal-use EVs are plugged in for several hours

• Typical DR tariff provides a special capacity payment per kW made
available
– So far, few applications to EV charging because both DR and EVs are new

• Issue for regulator and utility: should the utility provide early incentives for
smart charging capability even though DR programs might be years away?
– If early EV adopters have standard chargers, they won’t be able to participate
in DR programs later
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Non-tariff mechanisms for shaping EV load
• Utility rebates on equipment or professional services
– Rebates for preferred chargers (including smart chargers)
– Rebates for installation
• Installment plans for infrastructure cost
– For EVSE installed by the utility, customer can pay over time rather
than all at once
• Multifamily residences: regulator and utility will need to re-examine rules
for master metering and submetering
– Separate submeters for EV charging?
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DC Fast Charging
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Tariff challenges for DCFC
• Use of DCFC stations is relatively low during early stages of market
development
– 2% load factor is typical
– Highly utilized DCFC stations in California: 15-20% load factor with a few
higher than 50%

• At low utilization with standard commercial tariffs, demand charges
tend to dominate monthly bills for DCFC stations
• Tariff policy questions for regulator:
– Should demand charges decrease and energy charges increase once
DCFC usage increases?
– If the regulator wants tariffs to stay the same, should the utility accept
short-term losses and recover them later as the EV market matures?

– Can third-party DCFC providers be successful if the utility also provides
DCFC service?
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DCFC with PV or storage
NREL conducted mathematical
analyses of combining DCFC with
solar PV or battery storage, given
changes in demand and energy
Photo by Dennis Schroeder, NREL
charges of available commercial
tariffs
• Demand charges higher than $10/kW tended to improve
economics of adding battery storage
• Energy charges higher than 12.8 cents/kWh tended to improve
economics of adding PV (assuming areas with good solar
exposure)
• Both thresholds are consistent with peak-period pricing under
TOU programs
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Electric fleet charging
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DCFC for ride-hailing services
• NREL modeled hypothetical ride-hailing
fleet of 3,726 plug-in EVs in Columbus,
Ohio (population 900,000)
• Results identified need for 12 DCFC stations across the city
• Simulation found that operation costs (electricity, maintenance)
dominate installation, infrastructure costs
– Conclusion: DCFC station siting should prioritize locations with high
utilization rather than low installation costs

• Tariff implications: Use of EVs for ride-hailing services will be limited to
high-use areas if the applicable electricity tariff is weighted toward
demand (per kW)
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Commercial fleets
Based on limited field test
data and economic
modelling (variable costs,
vehicle costs):

Photo: Smith Electric Vehicles

• For long distance routes, degradation costs, rather than energy costs,
are limiting factor.

• Fleets using short routes with more flexible charging (i.e. within-city
delivery) will be more responsive to utility rates/grid needs.
• Considering DC fast charging costs, including accelerated battery
degradation and possible demand charges, DCFC infrastructure is
likely not cost-effective as sole charging resource.
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Bus fleet charging
Study: Is it better to charge public
buses at bus depots or at large
commercial buildings?
Photo by Leslie Eudy, NREL

• Total cost related to bus charging was 32% less when combined with
larger load
– Bus charging load overshadows existing bus depot load, resulting in
significant increase in demand charges.
– University campus load overshadows bus charging load, resulting in
zero increase in demand charges.
• Not tested: public EV fast charging co-located with bus charging using
custom tariff
– If bus charging sets demand, public EV fast charging would be
energy-only
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Test: Charging costs for electric buses
Charging at bus depot (stand-alone small commercial load)
400
Bus Depot
Load

kW

300
200

Bus
Charging
Load

100
0

January 1 – January 7

Charging at university (combined with large commercial load)
5,000
University
Load

kW

4,000
3,000

Bus
Charging
Load

2,000
1,000
0

January 1 – January 7
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Photo by Devin Kho from FreeImages

Summing up
• At-home charging for personal-use
EVs is the first high-impact frontier
for EV tariffs
• Time complicates ratemaking
– As EV deployment grows, energy
charge will collect more revenue
while demand charge revenues will
remain relatively flat
– Should programs encourage
adoption of smart chargers before
DR tariffs are in place?

• What is the role of third-party
competition with respect to public
charging?
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Additional slides
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EV Program Design Considerations
EV specific rate design should consider the following elements:
• Pairing residential TOU with DR capability
• Aligning time periods of TOU rate blocks with EV load
– TOU programs targeting 2-6pm did not have sufficient residential load to shift.

• Potential Program Costs
– Metering
• Cost of a second meter
• Cost of master metering/submetering (savings of $2,000 to $10,000
compared to adding second meter)

– Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE)
• Incremental cost of EVSE with DR capability

– Data/communication services

• Participation structure
– Default bias (opt-in, opt-out)
– Communication medium (text, email, web portal, etc.)
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Residential TOU rates
• 14% of US utilities offer residential TOU rates, 48% of IOUs offer a
TOU rate
• Among two‐period TOU programs, 71% have a price ratio of at least
2:1
• Price elasticity is 0.3-0.5 (Nexant, 2014)
• Opt-in TOU programs tend to have <20% enrollment, whereas opt-out
(default) TOU programs have seen >90% participation (Whited et al.,
2018)
As the price ratio increases, customers shift
usage in greater amounts, but at a declining
rate
Chart based on database of TOU rates in recent pricing pilots, including
international pilots (15 of 38 TOU pilots in the database). (The Brattle
Group 2017)
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Utility TOU rates specific to EV customers
*indicates charging is discouraged **ratio of peak to super off-peak rates
(Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2017)

Peak to
off-peak
ratio
1.89: 1
2.58: 1**
3.75: 1
2: 1
2.3: 1
1.4: 1

6.57: 1
21: 1
3: 1
--
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Utility pilots overview
Utility

Charging Type

Description

Southern California
Edison (SCE)

Workplace

Rate: TOU pricing
DR: Events with critical peak pricing
Additional Fees: space management fees

Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E)

Residential

Rate: TOU
DR: Flexible grid resource for CAISO – storage
+ EV

San Diego Gas and
Electric (SDG&E)

Residential

Rate: TOU rates with multiple price ratios

Xcel (Colorado)

Residential

Rate: TOU (not EV-specific)
DR: to avoid system peak load

Pepco
(Maryland)

Residential

Rate: TOU rate
DR: curtail demand by 80%.

Toronto Hydro
(Toronto, Canada)

Residential

DR: with automated opt-out

Eversource
(Massachusetts)

Residential

Managed charging, through speed of charging.
Shaping load profile
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Toronto Hydro EV pilot
• Aim: Automated managed charging during demand response events
• Duration: 15 months
• Participants: 30 plug-in EV owners
• Technology: FleetCarma smart charging system, with 1) charge
management controller, 2) vehicle logger, 3) web portal for individual smart
charging preferences, 4) control pathway to implement charge curtailment
• Opt-out: Operated through web portal. Customers were enrolled in
demand response events, unless:
– the current vehicle state-of-charge is less than the state-of-charge auto
opt-out setting
– manual opt-out button has been hit in the last 24 hours
– charge is needed to ensure full battery charge within time setting
• Results: Successful in reducing demand and providing DR flexibility.
However, DR participation was sensitive to how the customer set the stateof-charge auto opt-out.
(FleetCarma 2017; Bauman et al. 2016)
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Eversource EV pilot
• Aim: Control demand by targeting the speed of EV charging.
• Duration: ongoing
• Participants: Up to 105 residential customers in Massachusetts,
incentivized with subsidy for smart chargers.
• Opt-out: Dependent on the research group
1.

Control group, only personal rate management, no utility
management

2.

$10 monthly bill credit for allowing utility direct management, but
cannot have more than four overrides a month to receive the credit.

3.

$10 monthly bill credit for allowing utility direct management, with
unlimited overrides allowed.

4.

Utility management only reduces the charging to Level 1 charging.

• Preliminary Results: Only 5% of charging sessions used overrides.
Customer adoption of smart chargers “very sensitive to capital cost of
chargers, indicating the importance of the rebate.”
(Whited et al. 2018; O’Connor and Jacobs 2017)
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Battery electric bus fleets charging
1.

Plug-in charging
– Use: overnight charging with buses with large battery

Photo by Leslie Eudy, NREL

packs and higher range (1-8 hours).
– Consideration: managed charging to avoid a new system peak when the
buses are plugged in.

2.

Overhead conductive charging (DC Fast Charging)
– Use: on-route or layover charging, using fast charging at 175-450 kW power
for a period (5-20 minutes). This charging is used with buses with smaller,
lighter battery packs.
– Consideration: high energy demand, with limited flexibility for shifting their
demand. The Foothills Transit Agency, which uses two overhead conductive
chargers, has used software control to manage their demand to stay within
their rate tier bounds.

3.

Wireless inductive charging (DC Fast Charging)
– Use: smoother on-route charging, as buses can be charged during routine
stops (i.e. transfer), with similar charging patterns as overhead conductive
charging.

(Transit Cooperative Research Program 2018)
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